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By Dale Pendell

North Atlantic Books. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 336 pages. Dimensions: 9.1in. x
7.0in. x 1.0in.This paperback edition has a new introduction by the author and updated content.
This is the first volume of North Atlantic Books updated paperback edition of Dale Pendells
Pharmako trilogy, an encyclopedic study of the history and uses of psychoactive plants and related
synthetics first published between 1995 and 2005. The books form an interrelated suite of works
that provide the reader with a unique, reliable, and often personal immersion in this medically,
culturally, and spiritually fascinating subject. All three books are beautifully designed and
illustrated, and are written with unparalleled authority, erudition, playfulness, and range.
PharmakoPoeia: Plant Powers, Poisons, and Herbcraft includes a new introduction by the author
and as in previous editions focuses on familiar psychoactive plant-derived substances and related
synthetics, ranging from the licit (tobacco, alcohol) to the illicit (cannabis, opium) and the exotic
(absinthe, salvia divinorum, nitrous oxide). Each substance is explored in detail, not only with
information on its history, pharmacology, preparation, and cultural and esoteric correspondences,
but also the subtleties of each plants effect on consciousness in a way that only poets can do. The
whole concoction is sprinkled...
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This is the very best publication i have got read until now. It is definitely simplified but shocks within the fi y percent of the pdf. You may like how the
article writer create this pdf.
-- Rosario Durgan-- Rosario Durgan

The ideal publication i possibly go through. I was able to comprehended every thing out of this published e publication. I am delighted to explain how this
is actually the finest pdf i have got read inside my personal existence and could be he very best ebook for possibly.
-- Roberto Friesen-- Roberto Friesen
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Dont Line Their Pockets With Gold Line Your Own A Small How To Book on LivingDont Line Their Pockets With Gold Line Your Own A Small How To Book on Living
LargeLarge
Madelyn D R Books. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 106 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.3in.This book is about my
cousin, Billy a guy who taught me a lot over the years and who can teach you a lot. Everyone who...

Molly on the Shore, BFMS 1 StudyMolly on the Shore, BFMS 1 Study
scorescore
Petrucci Library Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 26 pages. Dimensions: 9.7in. x 6.9in. x 0.3in.Percy Grainger, like
his contemporary Bela Bartok, was intensely interested in folk music and became a member of the English Folk-Song Society soon
after his arrival in...

Shepherds Hey, Bfms 16: StudyShepherds Hey, Bfms 16: Study
ScoreScore
Petrucci Library Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 22 pages. Dimensions: 9.4in. x 7.1in. x 0.0in.Percy Grainger, like
his contemporary Bela Bartok, was intensely interested in folk music and became a member of the English Folk-Song Society soon
after his arrival in...

DK Readers Plants Bite Back Level 3 ReadingDK Readers Plants Bite Back Level 3 Reading
AloneAlone
DK CHILDREN. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 48 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 5.8in. x 0.2in.With Eyewitness Readers,
children will learn to read --then read to learn! There are plants that prickle, sting, or even munch insects for lunch! So, never bite a...

Harts Desire Book 2.5 La Fleur deHarts Desire Book 2.5 La Fleur de
LoveLove
Cajunflair Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 112 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.0in. x 0.3in.Its late 1974, and high
school student, Melinda Dawson is in serious trouble. Within two hours of revealing her suspected pregnancy to her parents, shes
whisked off against...

GypsyGypsy
BreyntonBreynton
Echo Library. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 88 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.2in.Hon. Gypsy Breynton, Esq. , M.
A. , D. D. , LL. D. , c. , c. Gypsy Breyiiton, R, R. Tom was very proud of his handwriting....
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